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Abstract—Tracking a mobile node using wireless sensor network (WSN) under cooperative system among anchor node and the
mobile node, has been discussed in this work, interested to the indoor positioning applications. Developing an indoor location tracking
system based on received signal strength indicator (RSSI) of WSN is considered cost effective and the simplest method. The suitable
technique for estimating position out of RSSI measurements is the extended Kalman filter (EKF) which is especially used for nonlinear data as RSSI. In order to reduce the estimated errors from EKF algorithm, this work adopted forward data processing of the
EKF algorithm to improve the accuracy of the filtering output, its called iterated extended Kalman filter (IEKF). However, using
IEKF algorithm should know the stopping criterion value that is influenced to the maximum number iterations of this system. The
number of iterations performed will be affected to the computation time although it can improve the estimation position. In this
paper, we propose modified IEKF for mobile cooperative tracking system within only 4 iterations number. The illustrated results
using RSSI measurements and simulation in MATLAB show that our proposed method has the capability to reduce error estimation
percentage up to 19.3% , with MSE (mean square error) 0.88 m compared with a conventional IEKF algorithm with MSE 1.09 m.
The time computation performance of our proposed method achieved in 3.55 seconds which is better than adding more iteration
process.
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this method require high-cost hardware which is making
difficult implementation in some application [3]. RSSI-based
positioning methods are used as far as they require no
complex measurement hardware which is measured the
power received from the transmitted radio signal antenna [5].
The mobile node needs to obtain the location estimation
from multiple fixed reference node in mobile target tracking
scenario. In forwarding the gathered tracking data from
deployed node to a central observation point of the target
node, the mobile node can communicate peer to peer with
the nearest reference node using cooperative system [6].
When the mobile node is moving to different position, it will
be communicated or received RSSI data from the other
reference node based on its maximum coverage [7]. The
position is obtained using trilateration method which is
formed by intersection circle from three nearest distance of
anchor nodes [4]-[6], [8].
RSSI-based localization method which is only used
trilateration methods do not fulfil the accuracy requirements
for being used in the indoor tracking system.This is due to
the varied RSSI data depend on propagation effect such as
shadowing, multipath fading, additive noise and some

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there have been increasing interest in
localization and tracking system in the indoor environment.
There are many potential applications such as guidance of
people in touring exhibitions, the monitoring of the patient in
the hospital, monitoring some moving packages in a
warehouse, or monitoring our pets, child and etc. in multistorey building [1]. Localization is the process of estimating
or determining the location of the object which is applied to
the sensor node in wireless sensor network (WSN) [2].
Another application of WSN is target tracking system that
can be viewed as a sequential localization. The target
tracking system is estimating directly the object which is
requiring a real-time location estimation algorithm [3].
Typically, there are several measurement types of
positioning methods, depending on obtaining the distance
estimation between two nodes. The methods are RSSI
(Received Signal Strength Indicators), AOA (Angle of
Arrival), TDOA (Time Difference of Arrival) and TOA
(Time of Arrival) [1]-[2], [4]. Although TOA and AOA have
more accurate estimation compared to the other methods,
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obstacles or materials of the indoor environment [9], [10].
This condition makes RSSI-based localization method using
addition algorithm to linearize it. Kalman filter and its nonlinear extension, i.e. extended Kalman filter (EKF) provide a
feasible solution to mitigate propagation effects and
therefore it improves the accuracy of mobile target tracking
in the indoor wireless environment [4], [9]. The EKF
performs well for systems with mildly nonlinear functions,
but if the measurement data is strongly nonlinear (such as
tracking system), the performance of the filter deteriorates
[11]. In such situation, the iterated extended Kalman filter
(IEKF) achieves better consistency and accuracy compared
to the EKF [1]1, [12]. The idea of IEKF is to improve the
estimation by local iteration or forward data processing from
the previous output estimation that is EKF algorithm. The
iterations are usually stopped when there is no significant
change in consecutive iterations or other criteria such as a
maximum number iterations are met [11]. However, the time
computation of IEKF is even slower than EKF, which limits
its applications. In this paper, we investigate the role of
iterations of IEKF in the mobile cooperative tracking system
and then propose modified IEKF algorithm. We also extend
our previous work [7] which is only used EKF algorithm for
the mobile cooperative tracking system. The contribution of
this paper is to propose another design system for mobile
cooperative tracking that used modified IEKF algorithm to
reduce the error estimation at the complex propagation
environment. IEKF algorithm will filter the error data for
each maximum coverage area of anchor nodes and also
adopted the cluster-based system for grouping the various
PLE into one area.
The fluctuative reduction of estimation result from the
IEKF algorithm for each iteration will make the complicated
system in determining the maximum number iterations of
IEKF. Approaching the average result for each iteration and
having a selection process to obtain the best result for all
iterations process also conducted to this system. Modified
IEKF which is proposed in this paper will be compared with
the original EKF and conventional EKF for the mobile
cooperative tracking system. Using mean square error (MSE)
can be measured the error reduction of position estimation
and also time computation speed which are influenced by the
nodes hardware performance for calculating estimation
result. Theoretical analysis will be given to prove the
consistency, accuracy, and the scalability will be considered,
as well. To demonstrate the performance of modified IEKF
algorithm, mobile cooperative tracking system simulation
using Matlab will be presented which is used the RSSI
measurement data in a real scenario. Experimental results
show that compared to original EKF and conventional IEKF,
modified IEKF performs a more accurate estimate and also
have almost same time computation with conventional IEKF.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The
related work was discussed in Section II, which were
involved the basic equations of conventional IEKF with
detailed theoretical analysis. The proposed algorithm for
modified IEKF algorithm also in Section II. Both simulated
and experimental results will be presented to verify the
proposed algorithm in Section III. Finally, we draw the
conclusion in Section IV.

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
In this section, we describe the adopted algorithms which
are used in the mobile cooperative tracking system. Those
are trilateration algorithm which is used to obtain mobile
node position based on intersection from three nearest
distance of anchor nodes, EKF algorithm which is used to
improve the mobile node estimation based on trilateration
algorithm result, and iterated EKF based on the output of
EKF to improve its performance.
A. Related Work
The utility of WSN for many applications is improved if
the locations of the nodes especially in the indoor
environment can be tracked based on the measurements
between node communication. There are many
measurements parameter which can be used for determining
the position of the node. Those are estimated based on the
RSSI measurement, TOA (time of arrival or time difference
of arrival [1], [2], [4], [13]. Many applications, such as
tracking the package in warehouse require the deployment of
mobile ad hoc networks. Cooperative tracking is a relatively
recent concept that attempts cooperative communication
between mobile and anchor nodes. There are many
researches which have considered cooperative tracking , i.e.
using the Bayesian in the framework for cooperative
tracking of nodes, which allows accurate tracking over large
areas and using only a small number of anchor nodes [4],
[13]. The other researchers used the cooperative localization
beyond the range of the fixed tracking device which was
called anchor nodes. Using cooperative tracking system
allows the participating devices or node of this system come
together to aid in the determination of location devices
which otherwise would be out of scope [5], [6], [13].
Accuracy is the main challenge of the tracking system
application especially for the indoor environment which was
not covered by GPS (global positioning system) signal.
Complex propagation characteristics, such as within
buildings, obstacle, the material of building and the
propagation range of the radio signal is short relative to the
area to be covered due to the high path loss exponent value.
Those problems make the tracking system require algorithm
addition to linearize it which was included in non-linear
condition. In this field, Kalman filter (KF) is able to achieve
the optimal state estimation. However, it is not suitable for
nonlinear systems. The best-known algorithm to solve the
problem of nonlinear filtering is the extended Kalman filter
(EKF) [1], [4], [7], [12]-[15]. This filter is based on the
linearizing principle of the measurements data and evolution
models using Taylor series expansions. RSSI positioning
system which is influenced by path loss exponent value,
have a non-linear characteristic, especially for the indoor
environment. There are many researchers that have been
modelled the propagation loss for determining the path loss
exponent (PLE ) value. In an RSSI positioning system, PLE
is the parameter for converting RSSI to the distance
estimation. The fluctuative data from RSSI will make the
various value of PLE. The various number of PLE can be
partitioned into some clusters based on characteristic
environment and the position of the node. Cluster-based PLE
areas from [16], can reduce the error performance of
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positioning system in an indoor environment which is only
using trilateration algorithm.
A localization method based on RSSI which is using EKF
algorithm and the circulary antenna is proposed in [17]. The
EKF implement Position-velocity (PV) model, which
assumes that the target is moving at a near-constant velocity.
There are 4 reference nodes deployment at 3.5 m x 3 m area.
The smaller area which has not complex propagation
characteristics can be used various PLE value for each
reference. However, this system is not suitable for the
complex indoor environment that has various PLE value
from fluctuative RSSI data.
The EKF algorithm is not stable when it applied for the
strongly non-linear system as well as RSSI positioning
system at an indoor environment. The IEKF is the solution
of it which provides more accurate estimates than EKF.
There are many kinds of parameters for processing the
estimation at the IEKF algorithms such as position which
have obtained before using RSSI, TOA, TDOA positioning
system, velocity, acceleration or using inertial navigation
system from IMU sensors [1], [18]. The IEKF algorithm
performs significantly better when it combined with the
other algorithm such as particle filter [19].
However combining with the other algorithm as Particle
filter and IEKF algorithm which have iteration process in
them, it will influence the computation time of the system. In
order to overcome this problem, the IEKF algorithm requires
the modified algorithm such as adaptive IEKF. The adaptive
IEKF has automatically stopped the iterations when there is
no change in the next iteration. Another modification
research of IEKF is improving the IEKF with only one GN
(Gauss-Newton) method iteration which is suitable for a
control of the step-length iterations [11].
Combining the cooperative tracking scenario and the
IEKF algorithm is also suitable for the tracking system
which requires high accuracy and low computation. We
extend our previous work at [7], that was proposed
cooperative tracking system based on three nearest distance
of the anchor node as the initial position estimation. The
initial position calculation will be added cluster-based PLE
area system for grouping the PLE value from the area which
have almost same propagation characteristics. EKF
algorithm was also added to improve the position estimation
from trilateration method. Due to the IEKF performance is
better than EKF algorithm, we propose modified IEKF
algorithm which was extended our previous work to achieve
better performance in error estimation or accuracy system
and the computation time calculation.

Fig. 1 Trilateration algorithm illustration

The distance from each anchor node to the mobile node
will represent as di (i=1, 2, 3 ..., n). The distance estimation
which is obtained from range extension of RSSI
measurement is derived by the euclidean distance between
the midpoint of each circle and their intersection point as
follows:
( x i − x est1 ) 2 − ( y i − y est1 ) 2 = d i 2

(1)

Each part of Eq. (1) will be subtracted with the other part
distance which can be obtained to this following equation
using matrix formula based on number anchor node as
reference node respectively:
P = ( AT A) −1 AT B

(2)

Assume, i=1, 2, 3 ..., n are reference nodes with
coordinated (xi, yi) and RSSI data from measurement phase
yields estimated distance, di. The mobile nodes will calculate
its position (xest1, yest1) using trilateration or multilateration
based its number reference formulas as follows [20]:
 ( xi =1 − xi +1 ) ( y i =1 − y i +1 ) 


 x est1 
( xi =1 − xi + 2 ) ( y i =1 − y i + 2 )
P=
 → A = 2
...
...


 y est1 
 (x − x )

(
y
y
)
−
n
i =1
n 
 i =1

(3)

The B matrix component can be calculated using this
following equation:
 d 2 − d 2 − (x 2 + y 2 ) + (x 2 + y 2 ) 
i =1
i +1
i +1
i =1
i =1 
 i +12
d i +2 − d i =12 − ( xi +2 2 + yi +2 2 ) + ( xi =12 + yi =12 )

B=
...


2
2
2
2
2
2
 d n − d i =1 − ( x n + y n ) + ( xi =1 + yi =1 ) 





(4)

In this system, the estimation output from trilateration was
the initial estimation (xest1 , yest1) of the mobile cooperative
tracking system from 3 nearest references node. When it is
added more than 3 nearest references node, it will be called
multilateration algorithm. Due to the weakness of accuracy
level of trilateration method which is used varied RSSI data,
EKF algorithm is added to improve the estimation output.

B. Trilateration Algorithm
Trilateration is an algorithm which estimates the position
of mobile node based the distances from anchor nodes to the
mobile node to be located at three nearest anchor nodes [4][6], [8]. The distance is derived from RSSI measurement
between anchor nodes as the reference to a mobile node.
There are anchor nodes coordinate (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3,y3)
which estimate mobile node (xest1, yest1) as a central circle by
intersecting their three circles, as shown in Fig. 1. The
mobile node is assumed placed on the intersection point.

C. Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
One of an algorithm which can be applied for non-linear
system especially in tracking object is extended Kalman
filter (EKF). Indoor positioning based RSSI measurement
have varied data that make non-linear characteristic to this
system. Due to NLOS propagation effect of indoor
environment of this system, EKF algorithm could be used to
assist the refining process of estimation position from
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~
Yk = zk − h( xˆk )
(9)
The equation of covariance matrix Sk based on
observation result is derived as:

trilateration method. There are 3 types of EKF which are
widely used in the tracking system; those are P-model
(position), PV-model (position, velocity) and PVA (position,
velocity, acceleration) [4]. According to the system that used
RSSI as a parameter to determine the position, the suitable
type of EKF is P-model.
In P-model, EKF of this system is calculating the position
based on the result (xtri, ytri) of trilateration. As shown in Fig.
2, there are 3 phases of EKF algorithm: initialization,
prediction and update [1]-[4], [7], [9], [13]-[15], [17]-[21].

S k = H k .Pk |k −1.H k T + Rk

(10)

Hk is the Jacobian matrix based on expected measurement
result value from h( xˆk ) . The posteriori state which is the
estimation result from EKF algorithm can be calculated by
the following equation:

~
xˆk |k = xˆk |k −1 + Kk .Yk

(11)

Kk is the Kalman gain from the following calculation:

K k = Pk |k −1.H k T .Sk −1
(12)
The covariance matrix from the estimation result is using
In identity matrix n x m as follows:
Pk |k = ( I n − Kk .H k ).Pk |k −1
(13)
D. Iterated Extended Kalman Filter (IEKF)
The EKF algorithm has better performance in mildly
nonlinear functions, but if the observation matrix equation (6)
is strongly nonlinear (such as in tracking system), the
performance of the EKF deteriorates. In such situations, the
iterated EKF (IEKF) tends to provide more accurate
estimates than EKF [11], [12], [19], [24].

Fig. 2 Diagram block of P-Model EKF algorithm

1) Initialization State
This step has basically modeled the equation and the
parameter which will be processed using EKF algorithm as
follows [4]:
xk = f ( xk −1) + Wk −1
(5)
The result of modeled state based on observation data is
derived as:

zk = h( xk ) + vk

(6)
Wk-1 ~ N (0, Qk) and vk-1 ~ N (0, Rk) variable are the noise
value which has a normal distribution with zero average
value, and its covariance matrix is Qk and Rk. xk and xk-1
value is the state vector at the tk and tk-1 time, while f is the
non-linear function which is used for predicting data
information based on previous data, as the h function in
decrypting the correlation state among xk and zk.
2) Predict State
In this step will be predicted variable that has been
declared in the initialization state. Priori state
xˆ k|k −1 processed the previous information data from the

Fig. 4 Diagram block of IEKF algorithm

IEKF algorithm can be improved the estimation output
from EKF algorithm. Those improvements are achieved by
local iterations or forward processing from the EKF
measurement update. Basically, the main process of the
IEKF is almost same with EKF algorithm which used
initialization, prediction, and updates. However, there are
some number iterations which can influence the estimation
result as shown in Fig. 3. The iterations should be stopped
when there is no significant change in the estimation result.

posteriori state xˆk −1|k −1 which was described by the
following equation [4]:
xˆ k|k −1 = F ⋅ xˆ k −1|k −1 + Bk .u k

(7)

uk denotes the input system, F is the transition matrix and
Bk as the input matrix. Matrix covariance calculation can be
obtained as follow:
Pk |k −1 = F ⋅ Pk −1|k −1.F T + Q

(8)
1) Initialization State
In initialization state of IEKF, first, should set the
iteration i = 0. After that, the state vector (xk) is replaced by
the estimation output of EKF algorithm. In this case, the
EKF process is the first iteration of this system. According
to the switching of the state vector at every iteration, the
equation of state vector of the IEKF can be derived as:
xˆ k 0 = xˆ k |k −1
(14)

The variable of Pk |k −1 and Pk −1|k −1 are the information state
which was related to the previous covariance data Q.
3) Update State
The updating state will be processed after the predicting
data have been done. The output from this state is the
expected estimation result. There is an innovation vector
~
Yk from eq.(6) modification as follow [4]:
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2) Predict State
In this step will calculate the same process as the EKF
algorithm in equation (7-8). Furthermore, it needs to be
replaced the state with the estimation result from EKF
algorithm.
3) Update State
The update states of IEKF were also obtained from each
result of EKF algorithm. The main state is Jacobian matrix
Hk which is derived as [11]:

Hki =

∂hk ( s )
∂s s = xˆ i
k

Fig. 4 Block diagram of modified IEKF for mobile cooperative tracking
system

The combination of trilateration and EKF algorithm will
be processed by 3 steps involves initialization state, update
state and predict state as the original EKF algorithm. The
initialization variables can be described as follows:

(15)

The Kalman gain should be changed by its iteration as
follow:
i

i T

xk = [ xtri

−1

dest(1,2,3) is the distance estimation of the mobile node to
the anchor node that was obtained from PLE value eq. (1727). The covariance matrix is obtained from the coordinate
estimation of trilateration method that is described in this
following matrix:

All process of the IEKF will be repeated with i = i + 1
until a stopping criterion met [11,12]. Stopping criterion is a
parameter to determine the maximum number iterations of
IEKF algorithms which are the larger iterations can be
influenced to the time computation. The stopping criterion is
represented as delta. If delta is smaller than the threshold,
the iterations process will be stopped and turn the final value
of estimation result of IEKF. Otherwise, when the delta
larger than the threshold, it will continue the iterations
process based on the modeling system from the estimation
result of each iteration. The value of delta is derived from
this following equation [11]:

deltai = g ( xk − xk

i −1

(19)

The value of zk is used distance estimation from 3 nearest
anchor node that can be described as follows:
z k = [d est1 d est 2 d est 3 ]
(20)

K k = Pk |k −1.[ H k ] .Sk
(16)
The posteriori state as the estimation result of IEKF
algorithm is represented as:
xˆ k |k i +1 = xˆ k |k −1 + K k i .( z k − hk ( xˆ k i ) − H k i ( xˆ k |k −1 − xˆ k i )) (17)

i

ytri ]

σ 2 xtri

P0 =  0
 0


0

σ ytri
2

0

0

0
0 

(21)

The variable that has been declared before in Eq. (19), (21)
will be predicted to the next state using the predicted state
with this following equation:

x k = [ x tri

)

(18)
g function is the difference function among the posterior
state with the result of posterior state at the previous
iteration. The difference function is the calculated based on
the Euclidean distance between them. After that, in
comparing the value of delta with the threshold is used the
average value calculation. the threshold is determined from
the first delta (deltai =1) calculation. If the the deltai + 1 larger
than deltai = 1 , the iterations process will be continued until
the deltai + 1 smaller than deltai = 1 .

1 0 0
y tri ] * F → F = 0 1 0
0 0 1
T

Pk = F ∗ P0 * F T + Q → Q = P0

(22)

(23)

Pk is information state that related with covariance
information data before and Q is matrix covariance. The
update state from eq.(22-23) will be multiplied by the
Kalman gain (Kk). The value of Kk is derived as:
K k = Pk .H kT .S k−1
(24)
The declaration value of Kk is influenced by jacobian
matrix Hk that is expected the result of estimation data to the
real data and also influence from updating noise or
covariance matrix (Pk, Sk). The update state can be obtained
using this following equation:

E. Proposed Modified IEKF Algorithm
The tracking system has a strongly non-linear
characteristic, particularly in using RSSI based positioning
system. Due to the non-linear problem of this mobile
tracking system, there are 4 required estimation processes, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. The first estimation is obtained from
trilateration method using three nearest distance reference.
Combined the trilateration method with the EKF algorithm
will be achieved the improvement result. Using EKF
algorithm can be decreased the error estimation and
linearized the initial estimation result.

 xtri1 − xanchor 1

dist1

 xtri 2 − xanchor 2
Hk = 
dist 2

x
−
xanchor 3
tri
3


dist
3


ytri1 − y anchor 1
dist1
ytri 2 − y anchor 2
dist 2
ytri 3 − y anchor 3
dist3


0


0

0



(25)

distk (1,2,3) = ( xtri( k ) − xanchor ( k ) ) 2 + ( ytri (k ) − yanchor ( k ) ) 2 (26)
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE DATA OF IEKF ESTIMATION

Covariance matrix value Sk is calculated by a combination
of covariance matrix Pk from update state which is added
with a noise variance of distance estimation Rk derived as:
Sk = H k .Pk .H kT + Rk → Rk = diag(σ 2dest1 σ 2 dest 2 σ 2d est 3 ) (27)

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

According to the update state, the value of P0 that has been
declared before is derived as:
(28)
P0 = ( Pk − K k * H k ) * Pk
It also influences the observation matrix that can be
calculated as follows:
(29)
yk = zk − hk → hk = [dist1 dist2 dist3 ]

The estimation result from trilateration and EKF
algorithm still achieved high error estimation result.
Furthermore, it can be reduced using IEKF algorithm which
is designed for the strongly non-linear characteristic. In
IEKF algorithm, the output from EKF algorithm is assumed
as first iteration result from IEKF. The state vector of IEKF
algorithm (xk) is replaced by the estimation output of EKF
algorithm which is set at the initial iteration i = 0. According
to the switching of the state vector at every iteration, the
equation of state vector of the IEKF can be derived as:
xk i = [ xekf i y ekf i ]
(31)
It is also followed by observation matrix (zk) that was
measurement data from distance estimation of EKF
algorithm. The distance estimation can be calculated using
Euclidean distance as equation (26) between the coordinate
estimation of EKF to the three nearest anchor node
coordinate. The observation matrix will be updated based on
the iteration process which is described by the following
equation:
d 2ekfi

d3ekfi ]

y1ekf i − y anchor1

(32)

d1ekf i
y 2ekf i − y anchor 2
d 2 ekf i
y3ekf i − y anchor 3
d 3ekf i


0


0



0


IEKF-4
0.67
2.38
1.41
1.45
1.31

Modified IEKF Algorithm
1: FOR n =1 to N
2:
Initialization
XIEKF = [xIEKF1 xIEKF2 xIEKF3 xIEKF4]
YIEKF = [yIEKF1 yIEKF2 yIEKF3 yIEKF4]
3:
Hitung
Xaverage_IEKF = mean (XIEKF)
Yaverage_IEKF = mean (YIEKF)
4:
IF Xaverage_EKF > Xreal
Xnew_EKF = min (XIEKF)
5:
ELSE IF Xaverage_EKF < Xreal
Xnew_EKF = max (XIEKF)
6:
ELSE IF Yaverage_IEKF > Yreal
Ynew_IEKF = min (YIEKF)
7:
ELSE IF Yaverage_EKF < Yreal
Ynew_IEKF = max(YIEKF)
8: END for N

The covariance matrix P0 is obtained from the coordinate
estimation of each iteration estimation result. The predicted
state of IEKF algorithm should be replaced the state with
EKF algorithm result. The main state from the update state
process is Jacobian matrix Hk which is derived as:
 x1ekf − xanchor1
i

d1ekf i

x
2ekf i − xanchor 2
Hki = 

d 2 ekf i

 x3ekf i − xanchor 3

d 3ekf i


MSE (meters)
IEKF-1
IEKF-2 IEKF-3
0.48
0.54
0.61
2.71
2.56
2.46
1.47
1.10
1.19
1.23
1.39
1.44
1.73
1.56
1.42

As shown in Table 1, those are the example data of the
estimation result from the mobile cooperative tracking
scenario. There are 4 iterations process of IEKF at mobile
cooperative tracking scenario. The maximum number of
iterations process is calculated based on stopping criterion at
equation (18). It shows that data 2 and 5 is decreasing
effectively at each iteration, while data 1, 3 and 4 are not
constantly decreasing. It proves that IEKF algorithm is
unstable for reducing the error estimation at each iteration.
There are many factors that can cause its situation. One of
them is modeling system in covariance noise. Learning
process of each data to make specific modeling system is
very complicated and need a long time. In our proposed
modified IEKF, we will utilize the existing data to take
selection process with an average value approach. The
modified IEKF algorithm of the mobile cooperative tracking
system is described as :

The posterior state which is estimation result from EKF
algorithm will result in coordinate output (xEKF, yEKF):
(30)
xk = xk + K k . y k

z k i = [d1ekf i

TRI
3.29
4.78
2.31
2.77
4.25

According to the modified IEKF algorithm, it will be
compared the coordinate result from each IEKF iteration
with the real coordinate route of the object. It is because, in
this cooperative tracking system, we assume the initial point
route and final point route of the object. Using this algorithm,
the reduction will be stable although each iteration is not
constantly reduced. The result of the modified IEKF will be
presented at the next section of experiment and discussion.

(33)

Covariance matrix value Sk , Pk and noise variance of
distance estimation Rk are calculated using equation (27-30)
which is also replaced some parameter output of trilateration
with EKF algorithm.
Using IEKF algorithm can be decreased the error
estimation. However, due to the strongly non-linear
characteristic data make the reduction of the estimation at
each iteration will be different. This condition required
addition method to modify the IEKF algorithm based each
iteration result.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section will be described the design system,
scenario, and procedure of this tracking system. There are
two main steps of this system which are RSSI measurement
phase and mobile cooperative tracking simulation. After that,
the performance of this system will be analyzed based on
error estimation and time computation.
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A. Measurement Phase
In this phase, RSSI data are measured from Xbee-Pro (S2)
module which is implemented at communication process
among nodes. Anchor node as the node reference or
transmitter was transmitted RSSI data to the mobile node as
the target node or the receiver. RSSI measurement result will
be used for determining distance estimation among anchor
node and the mobile node. However, calculating the distance
estimation from RSSI data need propagation characteristic
which can be obtained from PLE (path loss exponent) value
and deviation standard. There are three measurement
scenarios that were conducted at this system. Two scenarios
were used LOS condition for determining the PLE value and
deviation standard of this system. One scenario was occurred
in NLOS condition for obtaining the RSSI data based on the
assumption route of the mobile node to the nearest anchor.
The measurement scenarios are held on the 3rd floor of
applied postgraduate EEPIS building based on its indoor
environment.

According to the RSSI measurement data from that
scenario, it can be used to calculate PLE value. There are
two kinds of PLE values calculation which were used in this
system. Those are PLE value based on measurement
approach and linear regression approach. The PLE value
based on measurement calculation is using RSSI data to
estimate the distance that is given as [25]:
(34)
RSSI = −(10n log10 (d ) + A)
n is the PLE value that is influenced by d distance from
transmitting node and A the RSSI at 1-meter distance as
reference data. From Eq. (34) PLE value measurement based
on a real condition is derived as [25]:
A + RSSI
(35)
n=
− (10 log10 d )
PLE value based on linear regression is calculated from
modeling slope of the line to the fluctuating RSSI data that
have gradient value.
(36)
y = a + bx

1) First Scenario

From Eq. (36) b is the coefficient of slope line, and this
parameter can be substituted to this equation so that each
value is derived as [26], [27]:
(37)
y = PL ( d ) → PL ( d ) = PL + 10 n log10 ( d )

Anchor nodes position is placed at 2.4 m height, while the
mobile node is placed at 0.9 m height. First scenario
measurement is determining the effect of distance
modification to the RSSI data. It will be measured reference
data at 1 m among anchor node and the mobile node. After
that, anchor node stayed in one position, and mobile node
moved every 2 m distance in LOS (line of sight) condition,
as shown in Fig. 5. Every 2 m movement, there are 10 RSSI
data which will be measured.

a = PL − 10n log 10 ( d ) → PL = EIRP − RSSI
b = 10n

(38)
(39)
(40)

x = log(d )

PL is the path loss value in dB that was calculated from
the difference value between EIRP and RSSI. EIRP
(Effective Isotropic Radiated Power) is the value of
transmitting power (dB) plus transmitter antenna gain (dB)
and receiver antenna gain (dB). The value of a and b using
linear regression equation can be calculated using this
equation [14]:
b=

Fig. 5 First measurement scenario

2) Second Scenario
Like the first scenario, the height position of anchor node
and mobile node still same at 2.4 m and 0.9 m. The second
scenario is using same distance and different position among
anchor node and the mobile node. This scenario is used to
get deviation standard based on noise variance which is
resulted from the difference value of RSSI data inter-node
based its modification position, as shown in Fig. 6. There are
3 main positions to measure the deviation standard. Those
are the vertical, horizontal and tilted position. In that
position can be applied randomly based on tilt, but it should
stay in 2 m distance among anchor node and the mobile node.

N ∑ xi yi − (∑ xi )(∑ yi )
N ∑ xi2 − (∑ xi ) 2
a=

∑y

i

−b

∑x

(41)

i

(42)
N
N
N is the number of RSSI data that was got from the
measurement. The value of PLE, n can be obtained using
this equation [14]:
b
(43)
n=
10

The result of PLE value based on measurement
calculation eq. (35) was in the range 0.89 to 1.76 in LOS
condition and 2.1 to 5.09 in the NLOS condition. While the
range value of PLE based on linear regression calculation eq.
(36-43) was 0.96 to 1.86 in LOS condition and 2.14 to 4.98
in NLOS condition.
3) Third Scenario
After determining the PLE value, distance estimation
based on RSSI data can be obtained. RSSI data measurement
which is used to obtained will be obtained from
measurement phase from assumption route of the scenario,
as shown in Fig. 7. There are 53 measurement point of the
mobile node in height 0.9 m with 2 m separation distance.
Anchor node is deployed at the wall of the building in height

Fig. 6 Second measurement scenario
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2.4 m. There are 18 anchor nodes which are deployed with 7
m separations. The measurement process starts from the first
measurement point of the mobile node to the nearest anchor
node with 10 m maximum distance. It means when the
mobile node move to the next point route and the distance is
in the range 10 m, the measurement process should be
stopped and will be measured to the other anchor nodes.
This process will be repeated for the every anchor node to
the nearest point route of the mobile node.

The realistic scenario is arranged from the RSSI
measurement data result such as, distance, anchor node
coordinate deployment, mobile node route and PLE value
which was used clustering system. PLE value with their area
was stored in a database system. The anchor nodes for the
specific position will be distributed the PLE value involve
the RSSI data to the mobile node. The Xbee-Pro module
with S2 type using 2.4 GHz frequency as well as wifi
technology, have a little impact from wifi signal which has
different channel [28]. However, the number of Xbee
deployment can be influenced to the other Xbee, as well as
interference problem. Due to this paper limitation, we
assume there is not interference effect to this system by
arranging to the different channel for 4 nodes such as three
anchor nodes and one mobile node based on this mobile
cooperative tracking scenario.
Mobile cooperative tracking simulation start from
determining position estimation of the mobile node using
trilateration method. Each point route of the mobile node
was served by 3 nearest anchor node with maximum range
7-10 m. The maximum range was determined from stability
condition of RSSI data which was obtained from the
measurement process. When the mobile node moves to the
next point route, the mobile node will be served by another
anchor node which was nearest to the mobile node. The
illustration of mobile cooperative tracking scenario is
depicted in Fig. 8. When a mobile node moves to the route 1,
anchor node 1, 2, 5 will send RSSI to the mobile node.
While, when the mobile node moves to the route 2 anchor
node 5 will be replaced with anchor node 6. In route 2, the
mobile node will be received RSSI data from anchor node 1,
2 and 6. This process is continued until the all of the
simulation route that has been declared. According to that
scenario, the distance estimation which will be processed in
trilateration method should be adjusted with the anchor node
serving to every route of the mobile node.
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Fig. 7 Topology system of assumption route scenario

After taking RSSI measurement based on assumption
route scenario, the distance estimation can be obtained using
this equation:
 RSSI + A 
−

 10 n 

(44)
d = 10
d is the distance estimation, RSSI data that was obtained
from measurement process for every anchor to the mobile
node. A is the RSSI data measurement for each anchor at 1
m distance, while n is the PLE value which was calculated
before in equation (35-43).
B. Mobile Cooperative Tracking Simulation
After determining the distance estimation based on RSSI
measurement phase, it will take the mobile cooperative
tracking simulation. In this paper, we simulate a realistic
scenario which is implemented in the indoor environment of
the 3rd floor of EEPIS postgraduate building. The simulation
process is conducted by MATLAB software. The relevant
parameter simulation of this system is listed in Table 2.
TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETER

Parameters
Operating Frequency
Transmit power (EIRP)
Receiver sensitivity
Distance between anchor
node
Maximum range
extension coverage
Calculating estimation of
position
Maximum Iteration
numbers

Value
2.4 GHz
17 dB
-102 dBm
7m
7-10 m
2m/
position
4

Remarks
Xbee-PRO (S2) module
Anchor node
deployment
Mobile cooperative
tracking scenario
Scenario of
mobile node movement
Implemented at IEKF

Fig. 8 Mobile cooperative tracking scenario

There are 2 results of distance estimation which will be
calculated in trilateration process. Those are distance
estimation using PLE measurement value and PLE linear
regression value. The results show in Fig. 9 that distance
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should be stopped. When iterations are continued in those
data, there is no significant modification in those data.
However, there are some data which are required more than
4 iterations. Due to the iterations process take a long time
computation, so in this system will be used 4 maximum
iteration process. The performance result of each algorithm
estimation of mobile cooperative tracking system will be
analyzed using MSE (mean square error) which was
represented as:

estimation using PLE measurement value is near to the
linear line indicator than using PLE linear regression value.
The linear line is the indicator of the real distance. It proves
that distance estimation using PLE measurement value have
lower error estimation than using PLE linear regression
value. The distance estimation value will be influenced by
the position estimation result which will be discussed in the
next section.
14

12

Distance Estimation(m)

MSE = ( xreal − xestimation ) 2 + ( y real − yestimation ) 2

PLE Measurement
PLE Linear Regression
Real Distance Indicator

MSE of this system adopted error distance based on
Euclidean distance calculation among real coordinate (Xreal,
Yreal ) and estimation coordinate (Xestimation, Yestimation) from
each algorithm.

10

8

C. Performance Analysis
In this section will be discussed the performance analysis
of this system. There are three performances which were
evaluated in this system. those are MSE (mean square error)
accuracy percentage and time computation. Both of them are
comparing with each algorithm which are trilateration, EKF,
IEKF and modified IEKF. Time computation is important
manner when this system will be implemented in the real
scenario. From the time computation result, it can know the
correlation among error estimation with the computation
time in calculating the position.
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Fig. 9 Distance estimation results based on PLE value

After determining the initial estimation using trilateration
method, the next process is obtaining the second estimation
using EKF. EKF will be processed the estimation result
using trilateration method in each maximum range (7-10 m)
due to the different noise characteristic in each range. EKF
algorithm is required to linearize the trilateration output and
shows the passing route estimation of the mobile node. This
EKF algorithm will be repeated as the IEKF algorithm to
reduce the error estimation from EKF algorithm. The output
of EKF algorithm is the input of the IEKF algorithm which
will be repeated to the next iterations. The maximum number
iterations of IEKF is obtained from stopping criterion
calculation. There are 4 iterations process of IEKF algorithm
to this system. It proves from the example result data of
IEKF algorithm which are listed in Table 3.

1) MSE Performance Analysis
Regarding the result of position estimation result, we will
analyze the error position of each algorithm. The error
position of this system can be analyzed in overall data using
cumulative distribution function (CDF) as well, as shown in
Fig. 10 and Fig.11. This graph is used to know the smallest
MSE value based on the cumulative probability for each
method.
1
0.9
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Probability(MSE<=X)

1

(Xk – Xk )
0.25
1.01
0.46
0.51
0.56
Average
0.57
delta1 = 0.1 delta2 = 0.03
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TABLE III
STOPPING CRITERION RESULT
2

(45)

3

(Xk – Xk )
(Xk – Xk )
0.24
0.23
0.84
0.78
0.41
0.37
0.48
0.46
0.39
0.37
0.47
0.44
delta1 > delta2 = stopping criterion
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X=MSE(m) of PLE Measurement
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Fig. 10 CDF graph of error position estimation (MSE) using PLE
measurement

As shown in Table 3, there are (Xk2 – Xk1), (Xk3– Xk2), and
(Xk4– Xk3) which are the Euclidean distance between the
coordinate result of IEKF from iteration 1 up to iteration 4.
From those data will be calculated each average of it. Using
the average value can be determined the delta which is used
g function as the difference function. The results show that
delta1 is larger than delta2. It means that iterations process

There are two kinds of PLE value which will influence
the estimation result of this system. Those are PLE linear
regression value and PLE measurement value. Using PLE
measurement value, the best performance is shown by
modified IEKF algorithm. It has error estimation range
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using PLE measurement value can be described the real
environment which was influenced by propagation
characteristic.
According to the result of modified IEKF algorithm
which has the lowest error, it can be used to the show the
passed through the mobile node. In this simulation, it was
illustrated the real sketch of the building. It also shows the
result of first estimation using trilateration which has
linearized using modified IEKF and shows the route
estimation from the mobile node, as illustrated in Fig. 12 and
Fig. 13.

between 0.065 m to 2.4 m. While using IEKF algorithm at
the last iteration (IEKF-4), it has almost same error
estimation range which are between 0.066 m to the 2.95 m.
It is very different with the initial iteration of IEKF result
which has error estimation range up to 3.57 m.
This condition is also followed by using PLE linear
regression value which was achieved by modified IEKF
algorithm in Fig. 11. However, the estimation error range
using PLE linear regression value is larger than using PLE
measurement value that is in the range of 0.22 m to the 2.75
m. Moreover, implemented IEKF algorithm using PLE
linear regression value is also got the error reduction at each
iteration. At the first iteration to the third iteration of IEKF
the error estimation range is 0.28 m to the 6.83 m, while in
the last iteration the error estimation has improvement from
0.27 m to the 3.54 m.
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Due to the distribution, MSE data using CDF graphic and
MSE system comparison system shows that using PLE
measurement have better performance than PLE linear
regression. It was influenced to the route estimation of the
mobile node. The simulations show that using PLE
measurement value is near to the real route. It is in opposite
way with the result of using PLE linear regression value in
Fig. 13, which is far away to the real route.

According to the data distribution using CDF, MSE
average from 53 points route can be calculated as the MSE
system which is listed in Table 4. The MSE system
comparison shows that modified IEKF algorithm is the
better algorithm which has lowest error estimation.
Comparing the kind of PLE value which was used in this
system, PLE measurement value has better performance than
PLE linear regression.
TABLE IV
MSE SYSTEM OF MOBILE COOPERATIVE TRACKING SYSTEM

50

PLE Linear
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1.58 m
1.49 m
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Fig. 12 Route estimation result from modified IEKF algorithm using PLE
measurement value

8

Fig. 11 CDF graph of error position estimation (MSE) using PLE linear
regression
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Using PLE measurement have 0.88 m MSE system which
was lower than 1 m. While using PLE linear regression was
got 1.27 m which was larger than 1 m. It proves that using
PLE measurement value is better that PLE linear regression.
This condition can be occurred due to the result of distance
estimation. If the distance estimation has higher error
estimation, it will influence to the next process. Moreover
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Fig. 13 Route estimation result from modified IEKF algorithm using PLE
measurement value
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combination of EKF with the trilateration as shown in IEKF1 data require 0.98 seconds which is larger than only using
trilateration method. The increasing computation time of this
system will be continued at each iteration. Using IEKF in 4
iterations process take 3.18 seconds which is 3 times larger
than using EKF algorithm. Although the iterations process
of IEKF can reduce the error estimation effectively.
However it take longer computation time to calculate the
position estimation, as shown in Fig. 15.

2) Accuracy Performance Analysis
The error estimation performance will be influenced by
the accuracy level from each algorithm. It is proved from the
accuracy level of each algorithm which is shown by
percentage level at Fig. 14. The accuracy percentage will be
compared for each algorithm implementation from
trilateration, IEKF, and modified IEKF. After that, the
comparison also followed by the kind of PLE value. The
highest accuracy percentage level is achieved by modified
IEKF algorithm at 88.11% using PLE measurement value.
This condition also occurs in using PLE linear regression
value which has 83.14% accuracy level. However, adding
the conventional IEKF algorithm have the capability for
increasing the accuracy level in the range of 1% to the
7.32% at each iteration. The improvement accuracy level of
conventional IEKF for each iteration is not too high which is
caused by the saturation level from stopping criterion IEKF.
When it is added more iterations number, the improvement
will be same, or there is not modification accuracy level
from the previous level.

TABLE V
TOOLS SPECIFICATION OF THIS SYSTEM

Tools
Laptop
Matlab

Remarks
Toshiba Satelite Core i7 M840
Type 7.11.0 (R2010b)

In this system, we designed of IEKF algorithm without
required many iterations process which only takes 4 iteration
process. The modified IEKF that used 4 iterations process
has computation time at 3.55 seconds. It shows that although
modified IEKF has been applied in this system, the
computation time of them is almost same to the IEKF-4
algorithm. The kind of PLE value is not too influence the
computation time due to PLE value is only variable
declaration which does not require long computation time.

Fig. 14 Accuracy percentage result graph

If the result is compared according to the kind of PLE
value, PLE measurement value has higher accuracy level at
the all algorithm application than PLE linear regression
value. It is because PLE measurement area can be described
the real condition of building environment which was
obtained from RSSI based measurement. At the same time
when the accuracy levels are compared to the MSE
performance analysis, it will have some correlations. The
higher MSE performance will be received lower accuracy
level, and in otherwise the lower MSE performance will be
received higher accuracy level.

Fig. 15 Bar chart of computation time system

In otherwise when we tried for adding the iterations
number to the 5 iterations, the computation time was took up
to 4.05 seconds. It proves that computation time for
modified IEKF is better than 5 iterations process although 5
iterations process has the small capability to the improve the
error estimation. In this system, there are some correlations
between error estimation, accuracy level and computation
time. The best performance will be achieved when this
system has low error estimation, high accuracy level and fast
computation time. However, in this system, low error
estimation and high accuracy level have long computation
time. This condition can be occurred due to the combination
of some algorithms. The computation time of this system is
still better than adding the number iterations to reduce the
estimation error.

3) Computation Time Performance Analysis
In this section will be discussed the time computation of
this system for determining the position estimation. Adding
IEKF algorithm to this system can influence the computation
time performance especially for each iteration. Calculating
the computation time of this system can be influenced by the
tools and software which was used. Matlab software type
and the laptop specification are listed in Table 5.
Comparing the computation time of each algorithm from
this system, trilateration has lowest time computation at
0.36 seconds to calculate 53 point route estimations. Using a
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algorithm to be accurate.The results show an RMSE of 1.5
meters at 11.2 m x 47.6 m which were larger than RMSE
0.93 m our proposed system. Using only RSSI parameter
measurements can be performed accurately to our mobile
cooperative tracking system.
The performance of the newly proposed EKF technique,
with bounding constraints on NLOS conditions, exceeds that
EKF by a significant margin has been presented in [14]. A
hybrid of TDOA and AOA measurements was used for
tracking asynchronous targets of this system. The RMSE
performance result showed at 0.5 m/s which was better than
our proposed method.
An iterative formulation of ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF)
for the strongly nonlinear system is the perfect model
framework. A simple modification which was turned the
scheme into an ensemble formulation of the iterative EKF
algorithm has been introduced in [24]. The RMSE
performance of IenKF an IEKF of this system were 0.48 m
and 0.60 m that took up to 10 iteration numbers. Compared
to the previous related work, our proposed system can be
performed fastly in computation time which was required
only 4 iterations number. While according to the accuracy
level than using TDOA or AOA measurement system, our
proposed system can be reduced the error effectively
although can't be strongly reduced as the TDOA or AOA.

4) Comparison Analysis Based on Reference Node
Number
The anchor node number which was used for obtaining
the position estimation also influenced to this system. The
position calculation from a distance based on RSSI data can
be conducted at least using 3 reference node or anchor node.
More than 3 references node is called as multilateration
method. As shown in Fig. 16, there is 3 types estimation
process based on reference number. Trilateration which is
used 3 references node is compared with multilateration at 4
references node and 5 references node.

Fig. 16 3 types estimation process based on reference number

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose mobile cooperative tracking
scenario using modified IEKF based on its iterations. The
cooperative tracking scenario is obtained from an effective
distance of RSSI measurement phase with Xbee-PRO (S2)
module. There are 4 estimation processes in this system. The
first estimation is obtained from trilateration method
according to the 3 nearest distance reference. EKF algorithm
as the second estimation calculation is produced to refine the
initial estimation. The output from EKF algorithm is
processed to the IEKF algorithm as the initial iterations. This
system takes 4 iterations process to reduce error estimation
of mobile node position. Stability data of the IEKF algorithm
from each iteration require addition algorithm to improve the
accuracy level of this system. Using selection process based
on average estimation value can modify the output of IEKF
algorithm. The comparative analysis shows that modified
IEKF algorithm for mobile cooperative tracking could
decrease MSE of estimation position up to 0.5 times better
than conventional IEKF algorithm and up to 2 times better
than EKF algorithm. However, adding modified IEKF to the
mobile cooperative tracking requires 0.4 seconds longer
computation time than conventional IEKF which is faster
than adding more iterations number.

The result show, using more references node for
estimating the mobile node has lowest MSE data 5.55 meters
in the initial estimation process. Due to the fluctuative
reduction from each IEKF iterations, adding modified IEKF
is achieved better MSE performance up to 0.45 meter in
using 5 references nodes. While using 4 references node
have lower error performance at 0.49 meters which is better
than using 3 references node. However, using many
references node will increase the complexity of the process
in IEKF algorithm. Many references node also influenced to
the transmission data such as interference problem, as shown
in [28]. Complexity process and transmission problem will
influence this system when this system is implemented to the
real hardware and real scenario.
In the previous related research, using cricket localization
scheme based on ultrasound estimation was applied to the
tracking system. The combination of trilateration and EKF
algorithm for P model, PV model, and PVA model have
been evaluated in [4]. The experimental result at the 2 x 2
meters observation area shows 0.42 m RMSE system for
EKF P-model. This result is better than our proposed result
which was achieved 0.88 m MSE or 0.93 m in the RMSE
system. Our proposed system was applied to 54 m x 57.4 m
observation area which were larger than it. Fluctuative and
varying data of RSSI measurement from Xbee-S2 (Pro) was
influenced by our system. However, using RSSI
measurement system have inexpensive and easier
positioning method when it was implemented in large
observation area which was required many numbers of node
deployment.
An indoor tracking system based on inertial observations
and RSSI measurements from a WSN have been proposed in
[1]. It is common in hybrid positioning systems that combine
RSSI and inertial measurements by means of an EKF
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